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Search for compounds with:

• Complex crystal structure

• Large unit cell

• Heavy atoms
• Low electronegativity differences between the 

constituent atoms

NANOSTRUCTURING

PHONON GLASS ELECTRON CRYSTAL

M. S. Dresselhaus et al, Adv. Mater. 2007, 19, 1043

M. G. Kanatzidis et al, Energy Environ. Sci. 2014, 7, 251



• Why DFT?

• Key parameters?

• What are the limitations?

• What about phonons?

• Computing transport properties?



“Anyone can do calculations nowadays.
Anyone can also operate a scalpel.  

That doesn’t mean all our medical problems are solved.”

Karl Irikura



These questions should be answered:
§ What do you want to know? 
§ How accurate does the prediction need to be?
§ How much time can be devoted to the problem?
§ What approximations are being made?

The answers to these questions will determine the type of calculation, 
model and basis set to be used.



§ A model is a system of equations, or computations used to 
determine the energetics of a molecule

§ Different models use different approximations (or levels of 
theory) to produce results of varying levels of accuracy. 

§ There is a trade off between accuracy and computational time. 
§ There are two main types of models; those that use 

Schrödinger's equation  (or simplifications of it) and those that 
do not. 



Approximations are required.

Many-electron problem
Old and extremely hard problem!

Impossible to solve exactly!







Impossible to solve exactly!

Approximations are still required.
Different approaches:
§ Quantum Chemistry (Hartree-Fock, CI…)
§ Quantum Monte Carlo
§ Perturbation theory (propagators)
§ Density Functional Theory (DFT)

“Anyone who wants to harvest in his lifetime 
cannot wait for the ab initio theory of weather” 

HG von Schnering



§ The wave function itself is essentially uninterpretable.

§ Reduce problem size

§ Wave function based methods quickly become intractable for 
large systems, even with continued improvement in 
computing power, due to the coupled motion of the electrons.

§ A desire to work with some physical observable rather than 
probability amplitude.



§ Transferability. We can use the same codes/methods for very different 
materials

§ Simplicity. The Kohn-Sham equations are conceptually very similar to the 
Schrödinger equation for a single electron in an external potential

§Reliability. Often we can predict materials properties with high accuracy, 
sometimes even before experiments

§ Software sharing. The development of DFT has become a global enterprise, 
e.g. open source and collaborative software development

§Robust platform. Often the shortcomings of DFT can be cured by using more 
sophisticated approaches, which still use DFT as their starting point



W. Kohn, chemistry Nobel prize 1998

All properties of the many-body 
system are determined by the 
ground state density n0(r)

Each property is a functional of the ground state density n0(r) 
which is written as  f [n0]

A functional f [n0] maps a function to a result: n0(r) → f





Minimizing E[n] for a given Vext(r) → n0(r) and E

In principle, one can find all other properties and they are functionals of n0(r).

variational principle
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Non-interacting electrons in the Kohn-Sham potential : 

Hartree 
potential

Density 

To be solved self-consistently !

➪ Using the variational principle for non-interacting electrons, one can show that the solution 
of the Kohn-Sham self-consistent system of equations is equivalent to the minimisation of

Exchange-correlation 
potential





Jacob’s ladder of DFT

VWN

BP86, PBE, PW91, BLYP… 

B3LYP, PBE0, HSE

TPSS, tHCTH, Mo6L, SCAN

B2GP-PLYP





Mg2Si

J. Mater. Chem. C, 2015, 3, 530–537 
è LDA & GGA functionals underestimate band gaps



Phys. Rev. B 99, 035139 (2019)è mBJ potential







npj Computational Materials (2020) 96



Ø Not much effect for 
“light” atoms



Ø Can be important for 
“heavy” atoms

AIP Advances 10, 095018 (2020) 

Bi2Se3



J. Mater. Chem. C, 2017, 5, 12097

Ag4Mo9Se11



Experiment Harmonic Anharmonic

n0
(meV) 300 288 305
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Electronic
Structure

Structural 
model

Transport 
Properties

Understanding

Predicting



Ag4Mo9Se11



Ag4Mo9Se11



Ø 8 𝐴𝑔!
Ø 4 𝐴𝑔"
Ø 4 𝐴𝑔#
Ø 8 𝐴𝑔$

Ag4Mo9Se11



Æ Valence electrons move freely: electron gas model



§ porteurs de charge positive immobiles (// Born-Oppenheimer)
§ approximation des électrons indépendants
§ approximation des électrons libres
§ les collisions sont des évènements instantanés ó négligence des forces à longue portée
§ probabilité qu’un électron subisse une collision dans l’intervalle de temps dt est égal à 

dt/t avec t appelé temps de collision, temps de vol moyen ou temps de relaxation.
§ équilibre thermique des électrons atteint uniquement par le biais des collisions

Trajectory of conduction electron diffused by 
ions according to Drude



Thermal conductivity of metals
Æ Wiedemann-Franz law

cste
T
k
s

=

k : thermal conductivity
s: electrical conductivity

T : temperature

Lorenz number
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BoltzTraP software
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n-
type

p-type

Inorg. Chem. 56, 4229 (2017) 



Inorg. Chem. 56, 4229 (2017) 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_quantum_chemistry_and_solid-state_physics_software

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_quantum_chemistry_and_solid-state_physics_software

